
Introduction

I heard Ted say more than once that his collected poems should be like a collected
books. But he didn’t always work in sequences, and he wasn’t always consciously in
the process of writing a book. He wrote many individual poems, and he sometimes
seemed to write purely for fun. As for publication, publishers would approach him
for a book without knowing exactly what he had, and sometimes it didn’t seem to him
as if he had that much. If there was a sequence ready, or a book in a unified style like
Many Happy Returns, certainly he published that. If he had a stack of dissimilar
works or if he didn’t even know what he had, he still set about the process of con-
structing a “book.” He loved to make things out of pieces, often ones that didn’t fit to-
gether conventionally. A book was like a larger poem that could be as much “made”
out of what was at hand, as “written” in a continuous way out of a driving idea.

This volume is an attempt to be a collected books, but it can’t be that precisely
and so isn’t called The Collected Books. Though Ted wrote sequences and con-
structed books, he didn’t produce a linear succession of discrete, tidy volumes. He
perceived time as overlapping and circular; the past was always alive and relevant,
and a particular poem might be as repeatable as an individual line or phrase was
for him from the time of the composition of The Sonnets onward. How were we,
the editors, to deal with repetitions of poems from book to book? Most especially
what were we to do about the book-length sequence Easter Monday?

Ted worked for years on Easter Monday, which he didn’t call finished until
shortly before his death, when he finalized the selection and order. Meanwhile,
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during his lifetime, every one of the poems was published individually, in two
chapbooks, A Feeling for Leaving and Carrying a Torch, and more significantly in
the books Red Wagon and So Going Around Cities: New and Selected Poems
1958–1979. Easter Monday has never been presented as a unified sequence until
now; but placing its poems together considerably shortens the book Red Wagon. So
we have shortened Red Wagon, and shorter it is still a book, and a good one. But
dealing with Easter Monday showed us that we would have to construct this Col-
lected Poems a little as if we were Ted and not just editors.

Furthermore, there was a lot of uncollected work, including early poems,
“short” poems, out-takes from the sequence A Certain Slant of Sunlight, a scat-
tering of individual poems from the 70s and 80s, and a set of poems written dur-
ing the last six months of his life and kept together in its own folder. We decided
to organize most of this work into booklike sections. We’ve discussed ceaselessly
what to omit, what isn’t “good enough” in the sense of not really holding up next
to the others, because if this is a collected books, each poem should fill its own
space within its own book or section. We are not Ted, but we tried to think like
him; and there’s still room in the future for a slim volume of retrieved poems, as
in Poems Retrieved of Frank O’Hara (a possibility Ted would have loved). In the
beginning I held out for every scrap of a poem, while Anselm and Edmund had a
more selective sense. I gradually gave up on such works as “The 30 Most Com-
mon Names in the Manhattan Telephone Directory, 1979,” various small-scale
“Things to Do” poems, occasional poems (practically anyone’s birthday in the
late 60s), and the worst of Ted’s rather bad “early poems.” I retain tender feelings
for all of these poems.

With regard to the reprinting of a poem or two from book to book: it doesn’t make
economical sense to repeat poems, so we have most often chosen to omit poems
that have been printed in other sections. Thus, where there are omissions, I indi-
cate in the notes where and what they are. Also, there existed a handful of poems
which seemed to float near specific books, stylistically, but hadn’t been included
in them. The relevant books were collections not sequences, and we have taken the
liberty of placing these poems in the volumes they point to. Again I signal, in the
notes, where this has been done; there are not enough of these poems to merit their
own section, and in each case they fit gracefully where inserted. I don’t think Ted
would mind, though more pristine editors than we are might squirm.
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If it sounds as if the rules of organization of this book work through exception, I
can only say that Ted’s work creates the need for exception. His esthetics were fluid,
and he was governed more by the impulse to make art than to be consistent. Thus
the books or sections are presented in an order that reflects, mostly but not entirely,
chronology of publication. In a Blue River is “out of order.” Though it was published
in 1981, most of its poems were written in the early 70s, and it has been placed with
other short poems from that time near books from that time. It was, in fact, in the late
60s and early 70s that Ted was most intensely interested in the short poem as a form.

Finally, we have chosen to present fourteen early poems, which, along with cer-
tain poems in Nothing for You, help demonstrate where The Sonnets came from.
These not-so-good poems contain a number of the repeated lines in The Sonnets;
so the book concludes with the beginning, making a circle. One of Ted’s favorite
concepts was that of a poem or book creating a circular shape whose ending
pushes the reader back up into the work. And he always remained interested in his
not-very-good poems, because they, too, reflected who he was. A circle is a unity,
and oneself was/is always in process back there.

Having explained our general editorial procedure I would now like to take the
reader quickly through this volume’s sections, focusing on their contents and mark-
ing, as practicable in this space, Ted’s esthetic changes from book to book and
through the years. I’ve organized this part of the introduction by decade, since Ted’s
adult life and career seems to lend itself to this shape. In the 60s Ted was a young
man and wrote his best-known work; in the 70s he became a more various poet, he
entered a second marriage, and his health began to fail; in the early 80s he wrote his
last work. He died young, at the age of forty-eight, on July 4, 1983. These poems
span a creative period of roughly twenty years (not counting the earliest work),
which isn’t a long time. It seems remarkable that there should be so many poems.

The Sixties

This collection begins with The Sonnets, Ted’s most famous book. It really is quite
close to where Ted began, despite the fact that it is a classic. It is a young man’s
book, the product of relentless self-education, and being partly constructed out of
lines from “early poems,” often suggests the awkward intensity of inexperience. But
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it floats above that place as if observing it from the dead: “dear Berrigan. He
died / Back to books. I read.”

It is important to say once again that The Sonnets was written in New York, that
Ted had arrived in New York via Providence and Tulsa; that Ted would leave New
York for a while but then return to it; that he was always called a New York School
poet, and that he mostly liked the attribution. The Sonnets, in fact, could reflect no
other setting than that city. In these poems New York bricks and human density
have become the interior walls of someone always reading and thinking. Outside-in.

The Sonnets was written in the early 60s, most especially in 1963: that is, it
seems to have been in 1963 that Ted realized he was generating a long sonnet se-
quence, though he had written some of the poems as early as 1961. Entries in his
journals, dated November 16 and 20, 1962, record the composition of the first six
sonnets out of lines from previous poems and from his translation of Rimbaud’s
“Le Bateau Ivre.” But there was a point, early in 1963, when he suddenly knew
what he was doing: with Dadaist cut-up and Cageian chance methods, transform-
ing not-so-good poems into an astonishing and original structure.

The reader will come to notice that Ted returned to the strict form of The Sonnets
several times, in his books, to make points about his life and the passage of time. The
form is suited to detached self-scrutiny, using lines and phrases from past and present
poems, reading material, and ongoing mind, in an order determined by numbers
rather than syntax. The pieces of the self are allowed to separate and reform: one is
not chronology but its parts and the real organism they create. Ted liked to say that
poetry is numbers, and maybe everything is numbers. The sonnet form is “about” the
number fourteen, but Ted’s sonnets use fourteen as a frame for the disassemblage of
the number, making a real advance in the form and its relation to the psyche. To the
extent that Ted broke and remade the form, it became possible to use it for more than
argument. One could condense cognition into fourteen or so lines, if each piece,
each segment of the fourteen, even each phrase in a line, meant enough.

The Sonnets has been through four editions. There were originally eighty-eight
sonnets, but in the first two editions (from “C” Press and Grove Press) he allowed
only sixty-six; in the third edition (from United Artists) he added six more; and in
the fourth edition (Penguin Books) I included seven more that he had author-
ized before his death in 1983. This collection conforms to the Penguin edition in
including seventy-nine sonnets.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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After the composition of The Sonnets, Ted entered a period of further involve-
ment with aleatory methods, cut-up, collage, and transliteration, overlappingly with
the more direct poems of Many Happy Returns. We have placed three works written
according to a “method” (a word he liked) in a single section called Great Stories of
the Chair. They are the eight-poem sequence “The Secret Life of Ford Madox
Ford,” the sequence of prose paragraphs “Great Stories of the Chair,” and the long
poem “A Boke.” All of Many Happy Returns is included in a separate section.

On the manuscript of “The Secret Life of Ford Madox Ford” Ted scrawled
“1963? or 4?” The first version of the sequence was published in two issues of Ted’s
magazine, “C” (A Journal of Poetry), in 1964. The eight poems are hilarious and fe-
rocious. They are obviously transliterations, that is, translations via sound and
thought association of works in a foreign language. The original texts are to be
found in Pierre Reverdy’s Quelques Poèmes (see notes). Ted had previously written
several transliterative poems: one example from The Sonnets is “Mess Occupations”
(Sonnet XXXIX), with the note “after Henri Michaux.” There is an especially fluid,
automatic quality to the lines of The Secret Life of Ford Madox Ford, and an occa-
sional vicious literalness: “Eat a potato she said you sober All-American.”

Great Stories of the Chair reveals a new influence on Ted’s writing, that of the
prose of William Burroughs, whom Ted did not read until after the composition of
The Sonnets. Three of the “stories” were published in the journal Mother, in 1965,
under the title Paragraphs. The entire sequence of twelve prose blocks was pub-
lished in Angel Hair 4 (winter 1967/68). The cut-up methods of Burroughs and
Brion Gysin do not seem essentially different from Dadaist procedures. However,
applied to prose structures which coaxed plot out of words themselves, Burrough-
sian cut-up resulted in novels that are full-blown visions generated as much ver-
bally as through the senses. Poetry originating from within words (not from within
the poet per se) was already Ted’s practice. He always asserted that he thought in
words, that he was usually either reading, writing, talking, thinking about/in words,
or sleeping. Words were literally his mind in process. And to cut up his own poems,
for example, was not to do anything other than to think and feel. Great Stories of
the Chair is blocks of thought and emotion—what else?

Though “A Boke” is dated 1966 in So Going Around Cities, it was first published
in the journal Kulchur in the autumn of 1965. It is a cut-up of an article by the poet
James Dickey, first published in The New Yorker, about traveling around the United
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States giving poetry readings. “A Boke” is a send-up of mainstream humorlessness,
but with an autobiographical air to it, and, as Ted once told me, intentionally
drawn out to a point veering toward (not quite arriving at) boredom. Interspersed
from time to time throughout “A Boke” is the line “Remember the fragrance of
Grandma’s kitchen?” which Ted lifted from Burroughs. Also included in the mix
are references to the folk songs “John Henry” and “Nine-Pound Hammer.”

It is the book Many Happy Returns, published by Corinth Books in 1969, that is
Ted’s first major statement after The Sonnets. The poems included in the collec-
tion span a large part of the 60s, beginning with a poem from 1962, “Words for
Love,” and ending with “Resolution,” written in 1968. The forms used include cut-
up and collage but also the “personal poem,” as derived from Frank O’Hara’s work,
the “things to do” poem based on the examples of Gary Snyder and Sei Shonogon,
and the long poem, as well as what one might call simply the “poem” poem, Ted’s
version of the emotionally direct, realistic shorter poem. There is a new open-field
style in evidence, characterizing especially the great “Tambourine Life,” dated
“Oct. 1965–Jan. 1966.” “Tambourine Life,” divided into seventy sections of varying
length, is an opening of Ted’s voice; it sounds like him talking, though it also
sounds “constructed,” in unexpected and witty ways. The poem contains much do-
mestic detail, specific 60s references, philosophy presented lightly, and an under-
current of tragedy. It is dedicated to Anne Kepler—the Anne of The Sonnets, who
died in a fire set by an arsonist while Ted was writing the poem; the book itself is
dedicated to Anne Kepler and to Frank O’Hara, who died in 1966.

Another larger poem in Many Happy Returns is the collaged (and visually collage-
like) “Bean Spasms,” dated 1966. It was written in conjunction with images by
George Schneeman and first published in the book Bean Spasms, a collaborative vol-
ume involving Ted, the poet Ron Padgett, and the artist Joe Brainard. Ted later incor-
porated into other books the work from Bean Spasms that was uniquely by himself.

The Seventies

The late 60s mark Ted’s departure from New York, and his work from the early 70s
is replete with references from other locales. It is significant that Ted’s first book of
the 70s, In the Early Morning Rain, was published by Cape Goliard, a British
publisher.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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In the Early Morning Rain made lavish use of drawings (now lost) by George
Schneeman to create spaciousness and to emphasize groupings. The book is a mix
of work in older styles employing found materials, chance methods, transliteration,
the form of The Sonnets, etc., and poems from the late 60s and 1970 in the new,
open style of Many Happy Returns. In 1968 Ted had begun leading a migrant po-
etry teacher’s life and was spending time in Midwestern university towns like Iowa
City and Ann Arbor. The light was different, he was making new friends, and he
had begun to feel fated: to be addicted to drugs (pills, mostly speed) and perhaps to
die early. The new poems elegize people who have recently died (Jack Kerouac,
Rocky Marciano, Franny Winston, and others), allude to the war in Vietnam, cel-
ebrate specific evenings and occasions, and also celebrate the overcoming of emo-
tional shakiness through the writing of poetry and through affection for others.

The long poem Train Ride, written in 1971 but not published until 1978, is a
lavish example of an affectionate poem for a friend: it is a “love poem” addressed
to Joe Brainard, and is about love, sex, and friendship. The poem speaks to Joe
throughout, informally, frankly, a little in Joe’s own style, and includes mock com-
plaints about Ted’s and Joe’s mutual friends, about Joe himself, and a projected
complaint, too, about Ted. The poem was written on a single day, February 18,
during the course of a literal train ride between New York and Providence; it filled
a rather large notebook. I remember Ted returning from the trip with the poem,
slightly confused by the fact that it really was everything he wanted to say to Joe
but also probably really a poem. This ambiguity, an unsure edge between life and
art (not like Rauschenberg’s “gap” but much more razorlike, something that might
hurt you in its reality) kept Ted from publishing it for some years.

“Memorial Day,” written around the same time in collaboration with Anne
Waldman, is a long poem in a similar voice, though the voice is Ted’s and Anne’s
fused. The voice is open, plain speaking, and flexible. It can take on everything a
conversation can; and though the poem has a back-and-forth movement in it, it
also feels unified and inspired in the way that two people talking sometimes become
one thing, the conversation. The poem was written to be performed at a reading at
the Poetry Project (St. Mark’s Church-in-the-Bouwerie, New York) on May 5,
1971, and Ted and Anne worked on it for several months. Since Memorial Day
falls in May and is potentially rich in its association with death and sacrifice/hero-
ism, it was decided in advance that Memorial Day would be the title and subject of
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the work. The two poets were living in separate towns on Long Island and wrote
separately, in asterisk-headed sections, giving or sending their work to each other
from time to time for response, but there was no chronological ordering going on.
At some point Ted wrote all of what would be the last section, and then Anne
arranged the material. Ted always considered it to be the most successful literary
collaboration he had participated in, in view of its seriousness and depth.

Meanwhile, and in deliberate counterpoint to such longer structures, Ted was
writing many short poems. He often cited as formal influences the work of
Giuseppe Ungaretti (the sequence “Life of a Man” in In the Early Morning Rain
consists of transliterations of Ungaretti’s work), and Aram Saroyan’s poems, partic-
ularly the one-word poems. The section we have called Short Poems is divided into
two parts. In a Blue River contains most of the chapbook of that name, published
in 1981 by Susan Cataldo’s Little Light Books. Uncollected Short Poems consists of
a handful of poems first published in So Going Around Cities, as well as many un-
collected short poems. Most of the poems included in Short Poems were written in
the late 60s and, especially, the early 70s.

The short poem obviously involves more thought process than writing/reading
process, if one can split the two. A short poem is peculiarly naked, whether it’s a
weighty short poem or a lighter short poem. It often seemed to take years for Ted to
decide that a particular one was good enough to be published. And it’s not surpris-
ing that In a Blue River is a later publication. A successful short poem may be ca-
pable of projecting new meanings on successive readings, but in a monolithic way,
as if a new room has opened out, rather than in the overall, textured way that a
longer poem can light up in a mesh of changeable meanings. For example, it may
take the reader some time to connect the title “Larceny,” in the poem which reads
“The / opposite / of / petty / is grand,” with the crimes of grand and petty larceny.
One may be content with the observation that the opposite of petty is grand, a med-
itation on that. On the other hand a poem like “Laments,” which both praises and
judges Janis Joplin and Jimi Hendrix, is awesome on the level of judgment: “you
did it wrong.” The fact of judgment, and also this particular judgment—is it only of
their deaths? their lifestyles?—constantly opens up more thoughtful space.

Red Wagon, published by the Yellow Press in 1976, is possibly the volume of
Ted’s that least shows his book-constructor’s touch: it is more purely a “collection,”
assembled while he was ill with hepatitis. The poems, however, are solid, and
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many are among his best. By the time of the publication of Red Wagon Ted had
taught at the Writers’ Workshop of the University of Iowa, Iowa City; at the Univer-
sity of Michigan at Ann Arbor; at Yale; at Northeastern Illinois University in
Chicago; and at the University of Essex in England. In 1976 he moved back to
New York, where he would spend his remaining eight years. Red Wagon includes
work written in many cities and two countries. It contains important shorter poems
(such as “In the Wheel”), a number of open-field poems (for example, the popular
“Things to Do in Providence”) and sprawling long-lined poems (“Something
Amazing Just Happened”).

Partway through Red Wagon, variety of form cedes to a denser, more slablike en-
tity, beginning with the poem “Frank O’Hara” and the five poems succeeding it,
the remnants of a disbanded sequence called “Southampton Winter.” In the origi-
nal Red Wagon, poems from Easter Monday (still in the process of composition)
rounded out the book for the most part, as well as a group of five sonnets. These
were, in fact, five of The Sonnets, three previously published and two seeing print
for the first time. Our version of Red Wagon omits the Easter Monday poems and
the group of sonnets. It ends with “The Complete Prelude,” a poem made from
words and phrases of Wordsworth’s poem. The use of another poet’s work as a word
source had always been a favorite method of Ted’s (see, for example, “Sonnet VI,”
made from a poem by his friend, the poet Dick Gallup.) This method could result
in a kind of book review, or a dialogue with a poet’s style, or could be used to delve
into Ted’s own consciousness. Here it is also a way to employ the now-forbidden
language of English Romantic Poetry, which being part of the poet’s education is
part of himself.

If “Southampton Winter” had dissolved as a conception, poems such as
“Chicago Morning” and “Newtown,” written in Chicago in 1972 and resembling
the “Southampton Winter” poems, became the basis for Easter Monday. The se-
quence was not really conceived until Ted’s arrival in England in 1973. At both
Northeastern Illinois University and the University of Essex Ted took teaching po-
sitions that had been held by Ed Dorn, who, like Ted, had recently entered into a
second marriage and fathered two more children. Ted became interested in the
concept of the second act, as in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s now clichéd statement, “There
are no second acts in American life.” Easter Monday, dedicated to Ed Dorn and
named for Willem de Kooning’s beautiful painting as well as for the day after the
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day of rebirth, is meant to address the possibility of the second act. Ted had hoped
for fifty poems, inspired by the artist George Schneeman’s notion that once he’d
started a project, a set of collages, say, he might as well do fifty. Ted ended up with
forty-six.

Ted kept Easter Monday in a folder on the cover of which is inscribed EASTER
MONDAY/Poems (1972–1977). The poems were written in Chicago, London,
Wivenhoe, New York, and Boulder; many are sonnets, most have an impasto
texture—thick abstract expressionistic paint—and many of them are composed of
other people’s words. “From the House Journals,” for example, is made from the
first lines index to the Collected Poems of Frank O’Hara; “In Blood” is a selection
of lines from a sequence of mine; and “The Ancient Art of Wooing” is made from
a poem of mine I’d given up on, which was itself made out of a magazine article.
A poem like the latter is a little like a palimpsest and a little like urban erosion. But
the poems speak to and with the words of people Ted cared about or was interac-
tive with. A few of the poems, on the other hand, are direct addresses to friends, de-
livered in an almost courtly manner. The sequence is very much about “not dying,”
in William Saroyan’s phrase, not giving in to deathy forces. Ted didn’t declare the
sequence finished until shortly before he died in 1983, when he made the final de-
cisions for it. There are a handful of Easter Monday out-takes to be found in Noth-
ing for You and So Going Around Cities.

It should be noted that Ted was always open to chapbook and broadside publi-
cation. In a Blue River and The Morning Line are in fact chapbooks, and, as I’ve in-
dicated, parts of Easter Monday were first published in chapbooks. A mimeographed
stapled book with the singularly lovely title A Feeling for Leaving (Frontward
Books, 1975) contains twenty-two of the poems. Another nine were published in
1980 as Clown War 22 (edited by Bob Heman) under the title Carrying a Torch.

By the time Nothing for You was published, in 1977, Ted’s and my sons, Anselm
and Edmund (my co-editors of this edition), were five and three years old. Ted had
two other children, David and Kate, from his marriage to Sandy Alper Berrigan. He
had always delighted in being with his kids, and there are references to all of them
throughout his work. The title Nothing for You comes from a word game Anselm
and Edmund had made up, which went something like: “No cookies, no candy, no
soda. Nothing, nothing for you.” This was a great joke, a chant accompanied by
laughter. Ted had been asked by Lewis Warsh for a book for Angel Hair Books, but
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it was one of those times when he felt he had nothing. So he conjured a manuscript
out of piles of rejects and old poems and gleefully named it after our sons’ chant.

As he constructed the book, the concept of using rejects, supposedly second-
class works, became interesting to him. A world was being created out of poems
that did belong together, having been written in the process of discovering forms
rather than perfecting them. Nothing for You actually has something for everyone
and was much appreciated, at least by Ted’s circle, when it came out. It begins with
some twenty poems from the early to late-ish 60s, mostly very old works which had
been tinkered with over the years until exactly right. Then there are a number of
poems from the late 60s and early 70s that he was very excited by at the time of
composition but abandoned when he got something that seemed superior. I re-
member how much he loved having written “In Bed with Joan & Alex” in 1969;
but later it felt as if he’d dropped it in favor of poems like “Things to Do in Provi-
dence.” Finally there are more recent poems, such as the rejects from Easter Mon-
day, interspersed with poems about people: Paul Blackburn, Tom Clark, Kirsten
Creeley, Sandy Berrigan.

Into the Eighties

Ted’s first publication in the 80s was So Going Around Cities: New and Selected
Poems, 1958–1979. Appearing midway through 1980, it was a generous selection
of poems, honoring, to some degree, the primacy of Ted’s books as artistic shapes.
There are scaled-down selections from The Sonnets and Easter Monday, and a
section called Many Happy Returns, which is slightly different from the book it-
self. Collections like In the Early Morning Rain and Red Wagon are broken up
into new kinds of groups, small sections reflecting the chronology of Ted’s life.

For this volume, we have created a section called In the 51st State correspon-
ding to the period of the late 70s through circa 1981. It is composed of a subsec-
tion, also called In the 51st State, containing twelve poems first published in So
Going Around Cities; the chapbook The Morning Line, published by Am Here
Books in 1981; and uncollected poems of roughly the same time period.

For Ted the “51st State” was New York City; the poem “In the 51st State,” dedi-
cated to Ted’s daughter Kate, ends with the lines: “Bon voyage, little ones. / Follow
me down / Through the locks. There is no key.” Thus this is also a new and puzzling
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“state” that Ted has entered, one of feeling older, irrelevant, and failing in health.
And yet, in the same poem, after he writes “Au revoir,” he counters with the paren-
thetical lines “(I wouldn’t translate that / as ‘Goodbye’ if I were you).” Ted is in the
process of “not dying,” though he’s only a few years from his death.

The new element in the poems of this section is a longer line combined with
discursiveness and apparent autobiography, though Ted continues to use other
people’s voices and autobiographical facts as well as his own. In “Last Poem,” “I
once had the honor of meeting Beckett and I dug him” is a quotation from Robert
Creeley and in no way corresponds to anything that happened to Ted, except emo-
tionally. There is always a “Beckett” in one’s anecdotes. The practice of incorpo-
rating the lives of others into his is evident throughout Ted’s previous work: in the
use of others’ poems and prose in cut-ups, in such “found” works as “Autobiogra-
phy in 5 Parts,” in the weave of voices in Easter Monday. These techniques are an
assertion that he is part of everything and everyone around him, that his reading
and his interaction with others do literally become him, and that all words are free
and usable. As Tom Clark once said to him, “Who owns words?”

The poems from So Going Around Cities—which make up the first part of In
the 51st State—include several works that became favorite performance pieces of
Ted’s near the end of his life: “Cranston Near the City Line,” “Last Poem,” and es-
pecially, “Red Shift.” So-called Performance Poetry had been in the air for a while,
and Ted picked up from it the possibility of extending his performing voice and,
consequently, his writing voice. “Red Shift” wasn’t written to be performed in a
splashy way, but over the course of a year or two, he developed a set of vocal
changes for it, a deliberate tremolo and a slowing down of the long lines, which
seemed to stretch the poem far into time and space, allowing him to express the
poem’s angry urgency. On the other hand, a slightly later poem like “After Peire Vi-
dal, & Myself,” in The Morning Line, was written precisely with performance in
mind. It was declaimed publicly, in mock-troubadour fashion, to answer his friend
Rochelle Kraut, who, briefly mad at him, was reading Catullus-like poems “against”
him around the Lower East Side.

The Morning Line was a flat, stapled, mimeographed chapbook of twenty-two
poems in a number of forms. “Sonnet: Homage to Ron” is made up of words by Ron
Padgett; “44th Birthday Evening, at Harris’s” is a sentimental birthday poem for
Ted himself containing a dream; “Avec la Mécanique sous les Palmes” is entirely
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in French; “Kerouac / (continued),” is deft maneuvers with found material; “D N A”
is like the poems in Easter Monday; and so on. The title The Morning Line refers
to betting on horses—which poem, which style shall we choose?—and to a song
from the musical comedy Guys and Dolls: “I’ve got a horse right here / His name is
Paul Revere . . .”

The Uncollected Poems of this section demonstrate a continuation, even further
development, of Ted’s preferred and reliable forms. One discerns the arrival of the
Language Poets in the poem “I S O L A T E,” as Ted uses Bruce Andrews’s words
to review Andrews’s book Film Noir for L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E magazine. The
“Ten Greatest Books” form (see the two examples in In The Early Morning Rain)
reappears in the poem “My 5 Favorite Records.” For the “Ten Greatest Books” po-
ems, Ted had named books he was actually reading or could see in his room (they
tended to be the greatest books of that exact moment), but “My 5 Favorite Rec-
ords” was a response to a request for a list (not for a poem) from Dennis Cooper,
editor of Little Caesar magazine. Ted then asked Art Lange, editor of the jazz mag-
azine Downbeat and music critic for the Chicago Reader, to make a list of what
ought to be Ted’s five favorite records. The result is quite Byzantine; Ted was ex-
tremely amused by this work, but public readings of it produced some bafflement
in the audience.

The poem “Rouge,” on the other hand, is a particularly successful version of
what one might call the “linguistic poem,” a form with Creeleyesque overtones
that Ted had been working on for some years. In the linguistic poem he defines
and works out with small words: it, this, and that in this case, but also the word
know. I seem to remember giving him the title of the poem, which serves to negate
any pedantry. Finally, one is delighted by certain poems that Ted was unable to
publish due to the brevity of his remaining years: “Compleynt to the Muse” and
“Thin Breast Doom,” with their allusions to Phil Whalen’s manner, the several au-
tobiographical and pseudo-autobiographical poems, and the list poem “Memories
Are Made of This.”

Ted’s final book (though these are not his final poems) was A Certain Slant of
Sunlight, which occupied him for all of 1982. This sequence of poems was written
on individual postcards, 4 1

2 inches by 7 inches, sent to him by Ken and Anne
Mikolowski of the Alternative Press. There were five hundred cards to work with,
one side left blank for a poem and/or image, and the other side incorporating space
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for a message and address. Postcard by Ted Berrigan was printed at the top of the mes-
sage space, and running sideways, The Alternative Press Grindstone City. Many other
artists and writers participated in the Mikolowskis’ project, producing original art or
text for the blank sides of their own five hundred postcards; the finished cards were al-
ways sent out singly, along with other Alternative Press items—broadsides, bumper
stickers, etc.—in the Press’s standard free packets. Ted, so far as I know, was the only
participant who turned the postcards into a full-scale writing project and then a book.

The postcard poem was a form dominated by the size of the card, though a rel-
atively longer poem could be written on a card if Ted shrank his handwriting.
Ted immediately used semi-collaboration as a way into the poems, inducing
everyone he knew to write a line or draw an image on a postcard. He later elimi-
nated the names of the “facilitators,” except for the occasional dedication. The
poems are often epigrammatic, but are just as likely to be longer; they chronicle,
not so explicitly, a difficult year—in terms of health, finances, relationships with
friends. They are about the workings of a community, about poetry quarrels and
poetry festivals, about cops on the corner and what music is being listened to,
what is going on in the newspapers. Ted produced a couple hundred original po-
ems; there are one hundred exactly in A Certain Slant of Sunlight, which I ed-
ited after his death, according to his instructions.

We also present here a separate section of the best of the out-takes from A Cer-
tain Slant of Sunlight, thirty-three more “postcard poems,” many of which could
easily have been included in the book. One suspects Ted of fetishizing the num-
ber one hundred; but approximately that number seems to be how many the
mind is capable of considering in relation to one another. These additional
thirty-three, hopefully, suggest a book of their own.

Though A Certain Slant of Sunlight contains many of Ted’s “forms,” his voice
has changed. The necessity for concision, imposed by the size of the card, pushes
tone of voice up against language up against form: “hollywood / paid Lillian
Gish $800,000 to / disappear so lovely so pure like milk / seems but isn’t because of
the fall-out / but it would have only cost me five & didn’t, so I did.” Many of the po-
ems are monologues for the person who provided the phrase or image, or are in di-
alogue with him/her. Some work with texts of dead poets, Whitman and Lindsay
for example, or with songs. There is a flexibility of tone throughout, which has
emerged from the lengthier autobiographical poems of the late 70s and early 80s,
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but must operate more quickly. This book is extraordinary without appearing to be:
it doesn’t have “monument” written on it, but it isn’t like anything else.

Ted’s last poems are the fourteen poems—twenty-one pages—he wrote after the
completion of A Certain Slant of Sunlight during the final six months of his life. It
must be obvious by now that Ted did not slow down as a writer during his last years,
and these poems are sharp and fulsome. They were kept together in a folder with a
handwritten title page: “Poems/ * /Ted Berrigan.” Some are short in the manner of A
Certain Slant of Sunlight, and there are several longer poems, including an abrasive
“Stand-Up Comedy Routine,” made from a Mad-Libs form.1 But Ted’s very last
poem is a lovely six-page work, “This Will Be Her Shining Hour,” written in dialogue
with myself and the voices in a Fred Astaire movie on TV. “ ‘Their lives are as fragile
as The Glass Menagerie.’ ” That line near the end of Ted’s final poem refers to the
people in the movie, the people in the poem, and the two of us as both people in the
poem and ourselves, comparing them/us to Tennessee Williams’s play, to glass fig-
ures, to the enduringness of the play about fragile people. What does lives mean
then? Lives seems to be “art,” and so one is left thinking about the strength of poetry.

Ted Berrigan’s poems are very deliberate. They have a graven quality as if they were
drawn on the page, word by word. He often wrote in unlined notebooks with a
black felt-tip pen, and one might also say they have a black-felt-tip-pen quality. You
feel that no words have been crossed out and replaced.

I’m impressed by this graven-ness in The Sonnets and Many Happy Returns, in
Easter Monday, but then, too, in most of the later work. It doesn’t go away if the
feeling in the poem is more autobiographical or intimate, as in A Certain Slant of
Sunlight. The latter poems read as if written with the black felt-tip pen, on the post-
card. They have a primary physical reality.

Two more things from this: first, a continuous interaction with art and artists
gave Ted an active visual and tactile sense. He is often painting, or collaging, or
drawing his way through a poem. On the other hand, he agreed with Jack Spicer’s
notion of the other voice that dictates one’s poems, and his poems have a “dictated”
quality, even the ones that are made from other people’s words. These two notions
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aren’t incompatible. “Dictation” suggests aurality rather than plastic qualities, but
there isn’t any reason why all the senses shouldn’t be working, and Ted had a very
fine ear: “Their lives are as fragile as The Glass Menagerie.” Listen.

Ted’s poetry is remarkable for its range of tones of voice. He actively studied
both “tone of voice” and “stance,” the range of attitudinal play in human discourse
and the projection of character. Here Ted’s professed model was Frank O’Hara,
but I often find Ted more mysterious and more intense in both tone and stance.
Not having O’Hara’s education or “class,” Ted therefore couldn’t be as traditional.
He couldn’t call on a tone of voice from another decade or century as if he owned
it, even though he knew exactly what Whitmanesque or Johnsonian was. He had to
reinvent it for himself, from his working-class background and University of Tulsa
education and ceaseless self-education.

Ted is often characterized as “second-generation New York School.” That label,
with its “second-generation,” seems to preclude innovation. Ted’s career as a poet,
after his earliest, sentimental poems, begins in the innovation of The Sonnets. He
invented its form, with its “black heart beside the fifteen pieces” and its “of glass in
Joe Brainard’s collage,” if you take fifteen to be most likely fourteen and under-
stand that his heart really is beside the poem not in it. These poems, designed to
contain anything and to expand temporally, can do so because the form’s finiteness
is emphasized. It could probably be argued that this form is the one he was most
informed by afterward, even when he was being transparent and “sentimental”—
when he had finally learned the uses and control of sentimentality, since he con-
sistently explored the spaces between lines, and the spaces between phrases, within
the poem as frame. He had also learned from his sonnet form how to find the con-
gruences in supposedly random happenstance:

Can’t cut it (night)
in New York City

it’s alive
inside my tooth 

on St. Mark’s Place
where exposed nerve

jangles

(“FEBRUARY AIR”)
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This is verbal, environmental, and emotional happenstance, where the parts of the
moment click in.

If you the reader are a poet, Ted’s poetry is full of resources: forms, techniques,
stylistic practices—manners and mannerisms, ways of sounding like a person, ways
of achieving exaltation. If you the reader are a reader (of poetry), Ted’s poetry is a
gift. He is working hard to amuse—make you enjoy this taking up of your time; to
“say,” what he knows, reasons, feels; and to be like you, at the same time acknowl-
edging his (anyone’s) own secret: “I never told anyone what I knew. Which was
that it wasn’t / for anyone else what it was for me” (“Cranston Near the City Line”).

We have, traditionally, the senses, but words are our sensors. We use them to feel
our way across and through, up and down. Ted understood this as well as any poet
I can think of. So much of his poetry is about the pleasure of movement across the
page. He is saying, “This is what we do. This is living, taking its walk.” It is a very
gentle message, that of the walk through time, laid alongside the message that all
time is simultaneous. But, also,

No-mind
No messages

(Inside)
Thanksgiving 1969

(“IN MY ROOM”)

ALICE NOTLEY

PARIS, 2004
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